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Introduction

Since Web 2.0, online content has become social. The popularization of Internet access added to
the ease of producing online content have brought social communities to go online.
This penetration of social assets in the modern internet has a wide impact, which naturally
led computer scientists to analyze these online social networks. The promise of this research is for
instance, from a network point of view, to discover who will exchange which information, and when.
These three pieces of information are obviously central in network design.
Among the available tools to dig and leverage information out of complex interaction structures,
probably the most interesting one is the centrality notion. Originally defined to capture “the
importance of an actor in a network”[4], it has since found many application in various fields,
such as management, physics, or biology. In fact, centrality appears to be a much more fine-grain
tool to understand the inner structure of social networks than other information such as degree
distribution. Recently, Newmann even used it to study one of the core elements of online social
networks: communities [9]
However, the apparently simple notion of centrality hides many different concepts. Despite its
success, centrality lacks a proper definition, and may more be referred to as an abstract family of
measures rather than to a single notion. There is unfortunately no generic definition of a centrality
as a set of mathematical properties, as there is no absolute definition of the “importance” of an
actor. So for each subjective definition of importance, an ad-hoc centrality definition has been
provided.
In this paper, we prospect for a more precise definition of centrality. We believe that the
mathematical usefulness of this tool could greatly benefit from such definition.
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Related works

Network science has recently mutated to a multidisciplinary science field. Indeed, this discipline
spans over multiple domains of science: biology, sociology, physics, economy, computer science and
mathematics. It seems that most of science domains, beyond understanding the isolated elements
that define their domain, have at some point to understand the interactions that occur between
these elements contextualized together in a system.
Centralities’ past reflects these multiples influences. The first traces of works quantifying the role
of a node with respect the network it belongs originate from Camille Jordan (1869), a mathematician
whose objective was to detect the “center of a graph”. However, the first use of centrality as we now
know it is attributed to Bavelas and Leavitt in the late 40’s, as a tool to study organisations and
assess productivity. This first use was largely followed in a wide spectrum of scientific fields, such
as genetics, biology, physics, sociology. In [5], Freeman relates the centrality’s trajectory among
these diverse fields.
1

Despite its success, centrality remains poorly defined. Borgatti and Everett [1] explain that
“the only thing people agree about a centrality is that it is a node-level measure”. Sabidussi [10]
issued a first attempt to define formal criteria that a centrality has to match. However, as Borgatti
reports, these criteria exclude several known centralities, such as the betweenness centrality.
Most of other graph-theoretic approaches to centrality rather try to define categories or to
group centralities into various classes, depending on the nature of the graph property they capture.
Incorporating Freemans’ early 3 core concepts of centrality [4], Borgatti and Everett [1] describes
centralities along 4 dimensions. These insightful works thus provide an atlas of current centralities,
but fail to refine the original and simplistic centrality definition.
Finally, it is interesting to notice diverse variations of “core centralities” (as defined by Freeman).
For examples, Brandes [2] explores several variations of the betweenness, Dolev et al. [3] express
centralities as routings, and Kermarrec et al. [7] define a new centrality, the second order centrality,
that aims to be exploited in a distributed setting. All these recent works suggest that centralities
are still a tool under heavy development, and that known centralities atlas may become quickly
outdated.
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Some questions about centrality

We explore here some directions that may help to capture the definition of centrality. With some
rough sketches, we try to foster reflection on the centrality and its use. As a starting point, we
consider that a centrality is a node-level measure. Thus, for each graph, it produces a vector of
centralities. Let G be the space of binary graphs1 .Then a centrality c is an application that, given
a graph G ∈ G, returns a measure on its vertices V (G):
c : G → R+

V (G)

G 7→ R+

V (G)

Centrality and automorphisms : Indeed, concerning the mathematical properties of centralies,
a first thing to notice is that centrality is robust to automorphism, i.e., it is invariant by permutation
of nodes identities (this is the classical definition of anonymity in distributed systems).
More formally, consider two graphs G1 and G2 such that there exists an automorphism that
transforms G1 in G2 (i.e., G1 is symmetric, and G2 is isomorphic to G1 ). Then, we believe that for
any centrality c, c(G1 ) = c(G2 ), since the structure remains unchanged. Thus, c is not injective.
This is a first refinement of the original definition.
It is maybe possible to use automorphisms to define centralities more precisely. Consider for
example a line graph of n nodes, where each node i, 0 < i < n − 1 is linked to i + 1 and i − 1. It is to
us hard to imagine a centrality c such that, given a node i , (i 6= n2 ), we have c(i) 6∈ [c(i−1), c(i+1)].
Is this a criterion for a centrality ?
Is there a surjective centrality ?
Since we show that a centrality c is not injective, a
natural question is to ask whether c can be surjective. In other words, can we always found a
graph that generates a given centrality distribution ? Since centralities usually map a finite (or at
least countable) set of vertices to a dense compact space (such as an interval of R+ ), obviously a
centrality cannot be surjective.
We can thus try to restrict c’s codomain. This work was done for degree centrality, since the
problem of characterising degree distributions that define a graph (graphical distributions) was
solved in 1960 by Erdös and Gallai (the interested reader can see e.g. [6]). However, finding the
1

valued graphs often require centralities to be redefined. This redefinition is not always straightforward.
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codomains where the other known centralities (such as betweenness) are surjective remains an open
question.
Can centralities define graphs?
The opposite question, i.e., defining a graph based on
information on centralities, seems difficult to solve in the general case: centralities, by nature,
provide reduced information on the inner structure of a given network.
Can a graph be uniquely defined by a certain amount of centrality distributions ? Although
intuitively the answer provided would be negative, let us consider a 3 nodes graph with degree
centralities (1, 1, 2). It is easy to deduce from this information that it defines a unique graph (to
an isomorphism): a “line” of 3 nodes. Now consider a larger graph with more than 3 nodes, but
add other centralities (e.g. betweenness or eigenvector). This approach is very close to [8], where
the authors claim to be able to reconstruct a graph using degree correlations.
An open question is to determine the minimal amount of information on centralities needed to
uniquely define a graph.
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